KHAYLA TOKEN

INTRODUCTION
Khayla Tokens is a new concept in crypto currency that deserves to be called
digital assets, we have a unique system that can overcome the problem of supply
and demand.

PROBLEM

Do you know that every 10 minutes bitcoin issues a new supply of 12.5 or around
$ 50,000, which means that every 10 minutes, there must be a new investor who
buys 12.5 BTC. and that means when there are no new investors the price will go
down.

Or ethereum tang is almost every 10 seconds to issue a supply of 2 ETH, what
happens when no new investor buys the supply.

Yes, the price will go down because there is no supply to increase and keep
buying.

Have you ever bought an ico and then a few months later the price dropped
because the buyer did not increase, yes once again the biggest problem was the
addition of supply without additional investors / demmand

SOLUTION

We found a concept that could solve that biggest problem.
Not Like any other coin that uses a mining system, and raises supply every new
block, supplay the Khayla token will decrease.

We create tokens with a reduced supply concept, we will burn the supply supply
every month.

So that the amount of supply will always decrease, we use 50% of the company's
profits to reduce supply every month.

In formula, the price will never go down lower than the previous month, almost it
can be said that the price will always go up every month, because the supply will
decrease.

New community + decrease supply , Do you know what will happen ?
welcome to the best concept!

PRODUCT
We are Indo Khayla Herbaltama.
a company engaged in health and cosmetics industry.

PRODUCT INTRODUCTION
Health & Wellness is the Next Trillion Dollar Industry Wellness, defined as
the quality or state of being healthy in body and mind, especially as the result of
deliberate effort, is a mindset we believe has seeped into the lives of the
everyday woman, and has emerged as a lifestyle here to stay.
Makeup/accessories cosmetics are generally used as makeup for the face
or face area, such as; talcum powder, lipstick, eyebrow pencil, blush, eye shadow,
kohl, and mascara. More broadly, cosmetics make-up also includes products for
dressing nails and hair such as nail polish and hair paint. Ÿ Cosmetic care includes
products that are used to treat the body, such as; skin creams, hand and body
lotions, deodorants, perfumes, soaps, face masks, and so on
Global Cosmetics Market reaches US $ 500 billion, equivalent to Rp. 6,660
trillion. The projections according to Research & Markets Data also mention that
in 2020, the cosmetics market will be worth US $ 675 billion, equivalent to Rp.
8,991 trillion.
Indonesia's cosmetic sales exports reached Rp 19 trillion, up 11.9% year on
year (yoy). The average growth of the cosmetics industry is 3.56%

OUR FIRST PRODUCT
Our provide the best cosmetics with halal, organic & herbal values as well
local wisdom with pharmaceutical standards & technology strengthening. brand
developed:

STAKEHOLDERS

Lembaga Ilmu Pengetahuan Indonesia

Business Incubator

Ecosystem/network

MARKET
Interest at Kosmetik, skincare, health care, online/socmed
17,760,000 Users

Target market

Woman
Healthy Lifestyle
Social Media Active

HOW TO REACH

PRODUCT ROADMAP AND TIMELINE
2014
- Mei: First Research of The Keraton Care Brand & Products, obtained Face Mask
series (Strawberry, Anggur, Lemon for ), Special Scrubs Series (Breast Mask, V
Scrub for groin area, Armpit Scrub, Cellulite Scrub), Body Scrub Series
(Milkgreentea, Milkstrawberry, Mocca, Yellow Herbs), & Ratus Rebus.

2015
- Januari: Develop new product, obtained Face Mask Bengkoang & Apple. And
Calmango Parfume.
- March: Join Trade Expo Indonesia, invitation from Disperindag DIY.
- April: Join Pameran Produk Kreatif Dalam Negeri Indonesia invitation from
Ministry of Trade.
- Support product for Ningrat Salon “House of Beauty”.

2016
- July: Join Jakarta Fair invitation by Disperindag Province DIY.
- November: Fruit Expo, invitation by Ministry of Trade.
- The process of arranging permits and building.
factories (for herbs products).
- Won the 3rd DIY Province UMKM Ambassador.
- Won Best UMKM mataharimall.com from DIY.
- Best 100 UMKM Blibli.com.
- Won Best Selling Product at BCA & BLibli.com Expo.

2017
- collaboration with LIPI on Biocellulose Mask Research.
- research for mandasia brand & products.
- research for Honey Shop brand & products.
2018
January: Collaboration with LIPI (Lembaga Ilmu Pengetahuan Indonesia) on
Ganoderma/Lingzhi research for Herb Cosmetics.
November: the factory (for herbs products) layout was approved, waiting for
distribution permit.

2019
- February: Joined the IBISMA UII Incubator.
- March: Received a grant from the Ministry of Research and Technology.
- Joined Business Foresight with Lithuania. Got an oﬀer to open a Spa Salon at
Lithuania and or Rusia.
- Start khayla Token project.

Token Detail
Name
Contract
Code
Starting Supply
Token Sale
Sale Bonus 10%
Bounty
Price
Soft Cap

Khayla Token
0xfecc464f0fa41f10f3a6a051b599db0426cb2460
KAL
120,000,000 KAL
100,000,000 KAL
10,000,000 KAL
10,000,000 KAL
0.01 USD
150,000 USD

Token Sale phase
Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3
Phase 4
Currency
Min Purchase
Sale Starts
Sale End
Hard Cap

25,000,000 KAL Bonus 10% ( 2,500,000 KAL )
25,000,000 KAL Bonus 7% ( 1,750,000 KAL )
25,000,000 KAL Bonus 3% ( 750,000 KAL )
25,000,000 KAL Bonus 0% ( 0 KAL )
ETH, BTC
100 KAL
April 01 2019 (00:01 AM)
April 30 2019 (11:59 PM)
1,000,000 USD

If there are unsold tokens , that will be burned at the end of sale.

About
What is Khayla Token ?
Khayla token is not created for payment , but is used as Digital Asset , so that it is
easy to buy and sell to betwen people.

Khayla token is in the concept with a reduced supply system, so that the amount
of supply will never increase, because we will burn the supply every month, and
supply will always decrease.

We sell tokens to make products and we will use 50% of profit to burn Tokens, so
the value of Digital Assets will increase due to reduced supply.

With this concept, we believe that the price of this Token will be stable and will
always increase relatively, so that it is precisely called Digital Asset.

Why is Khayla token is valuable?

Supply Will Never Increase
Not Like any other coin that uses a mining system, and raises supply every new
block, supplay the Khayla token will decrease.
Fast Transaction Betwen User
The Khayla Token uses ERC20 so the transaction will be completed in a few
seconds and scure.
Growth Of Token Value
Our ( the company ) will burn tokens every month, Without any new investors for
buying tokens the price will continue to rise.
Price Will Still UP
50% company net profit will use for buy token on market , then will burn on end
of month price will up.
Double Profit If Comunity Is Growing
New community + decrease supply , Do you know what will happen ?
welcome to the best concept !

Khayla Token Exchange Target

HOTBIT

ETHERFLYER

P2PB2B

MERCATOX

We will use 10% of tokensale funds, for listings in every best exchange.

Core Team

EVRIZA MARANTIKA
CEO

ALFI NUR HIDAYATI
Marketing Expert

REISA NURMA
Product Manager

ETANA ALIFAH
Marketing Expert

Disclaimer
Please read the following notification properly before taking part in KAL token sale. This notice applies to all
persons who read this document. Please note this notification may be changed or updated.
KAL token sale is carried out by Khayla token team, a company incorporated and existing under the laws of
Indonesia. We also draw your attention, that the Kayla token Whitepaper (hereinafter – «WP») does not
constitute any relations between you (hereinafter – «you» or the «Buyer») and the Seller. Purchasing of KAL
tokens is available only after accepting the Terms and Conditions (hereinafter – «T&C») and Privacy Policy.
The Buyer is only entitled to certain rights within the T&C. KAL tokens are not intended to constitute securities in
any jurisdiction.
WP does not constitute a prospectus or offer document of any sort, and is not intended to constitute an offer of
securities or a solicitation for investments in securities in any jurisdiction. WP is posted for information purposes
only. The content of WP is not a financial promotion. Therefore, none of the content parts of WP should be
considered an invitation or inducement to engage in any sort of investment activity. Before purchase KAL tokens
read carefully all the information set out in this Disclaimer, WP, T&C and Privacy Policy and ensure that you are
aware of all potential risks. The section «Risk Statement» details all potential risks that you should consider.

Risk Statement
No regulatory authority has examined or approved any of the information set out in WP. No such action has been
or will be taken under the laws, regulatory requirements or rules of any jurisdiction. The publication, distribution
or dissemination of WP does not imply that the applicable laws of any jurisdiction, regulatory requirements, or
rules have been complied. To the maximum extent permitted by the applicable laws, regulations and rules, the
Seller and its affiliates and respective officers, employees or agents, in relation to the website (https://khayla.io),
KAL tokens, KAL products and services will not be liable for any damages of any kind, including, but not limited to,
direct, consequential, incidental, special or indirect damages (including but not limited to lost profits, loss of
revenue or third party loss whether foreseeable or otherwise, trading losses or damages that result from use or
loss of use of the website, KAL tokens, KAL products and services). For the avoidance of doubt, the Seller expressly
disclaims any and all responsibility for any direct or consequential loss or damage of any kind whatsoever arising
directly or indirectly from: (i) reliance on any information contained in this document, (ii) any error, omission or
inaccuracy in any such information, (iii) any action resulting therefrom, or (iv) usage or acquisition of KAL products
and services, available on the website and other electronic platforms.
You confirm and agree that you are not purchasing KAL tokens for purposes of investment, speculation for
immediate resale or other financial purposes. Some of the statements in WP include forward-looking statements
which reflect the Seller's current views with respect to execution roadmap, financial performance, business
strategy and future plans, both with respect to the Seller and the sectors and industries where the Seller operates.
Statements which include the words «expects», «plans», «believes», «projects», «anticipates», «will», «aims»,
«may», «would», «could», «continue» and similar statements are of a future or forward-looking nature. All
forward-looking statements concern the matters that involve risks and uncertainties. Accordingly, there are or will
be important factors that could cause the Sellers’s actual results to differ significantly from those indicated in these
statements. These factors include but are not limited to those described in T&C, which should be read before
purchasing of KAL tokens.

Restricted areas
As KAL token is utility token by its nature, there are no restrictions to sell them to residents of any country, unless
the law of the Buyer’s country prohibits citizens of that country to buy digital assets of any kind.
WP or any part thereof, as well as any copies, must not be taken or transmitted to any country where distribution
or dissemination of such information is prohibited or restricted.

